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A consultant is implementing a new instance of Sales Cloud for Cloud Kicks (CK).

 
CK has a global sales presence that supports a customer base throughout the: world, ‘CK
wants

 to set up an appropriate structure to track customers with subsidiaries.

 Which approach should the consultant recommend meeting the requirement?

 
A. Location-specific Account structure with Account Hierarchies 
B. Global Contact structure that links all Contacts with one global Account 
C. Location-specific Account structure without Account Hierarchies 
D. Global Account structure that links all Contacts with one global Account 

 
Answer: A

 

 

Access to opportunities at Cloud kicks should be restricted. Sales users should only have
access to two categories of opportunities: opportunities theyown, and opportunities that are
tied to accounts they own.

 What are two actions a consultant can take to meet the requirement? Choose 2 answers

 A. Set opportunity access on the role to View All opportunities associated with their
accounts. 
B. Set organization-wide defaults for opportunities to Private. 
C. Set Territory Management to grant Read access to opportunities owned by others. 
D. Set organization-wide defaults for opportunities to Public Read-Only. 

 Answer: A,B

 

 

Cloud Kicks requires its sales reps to 90 through an internal certification process on
myTrallhead before they add specific groups of Products to Opportunities.

 
Which two solutions should be used to validate that sales reps have completed the
myTrailhead badge?

 Choose 2 answers

Question No : 1
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A. Use a validation rule on Opportunity Products to prevent a sales rep from adding
Products marked as requiring the myTrailhead badge if the rep has yet to complete the
badge. 
B. Use a Process Builder process on Products marked as requiring the myTrallhead badge
to automatically share the Products with sales reps who have completed the badge. 
C. Use a validation rule on Products marked as requiring the myTrailhead badge to prevent
those Products from being added to an Opportunity. 
D. Use a separate once book for the Products requiring the myTrailhead badge and only
share the once bookwith sales reps who have completed the badge- 
 
Answer: A,B

 

 

Which two use cases will protect the integrity of order data with activation limitations?
 
Choose 2 answers
 
A. New Products can be added to active orders. 
B. Products can be removed from active reduction orders. 
C. Orders can be activated only if they include a Product. 
D. Multiple reduction orders can be created for a single order. 
 
Answer: C,D

 

 

CloudKicks needs to set sales quotas for all sales reps.
 
Which three solutions should the consultant consider?
 
Choose 3 answers
 
A. Use the Data Import Wizard. 
B. Enable Forecast Quotas from Setup. 
C. Use the API. 
D. Assign Quota values by profile. 
E. Use Data Loader. 
 
Answer: C,D,E

 

 

Question No : 4

Question No : 5
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The sales director at CloudKicks wants to prevent users from viewing each other's
Opportunities but wants them to check to see that the Account already exists prior to
creating a new Account. Which organization-wide default should the consultant
recommend?

 
A. Set Account to Public Read Only and use a criteria-based sharing rule on Opportunity. 
B. Set Account and Opportunity to Public Read Only. 
C. Set Account to Public Read Only, and Opportunity to Private. 
D. Set Account and Opportunity to Private. 

 
Answer: C

 

 

Cloud Kicks has hired a consultant to help with its quoting process. The consultant

 
has determined that some quote custom fields should be viewed from the Opportunity.

 
What should a consultant consider when implementing the custom fields?

 
A. Opportunity fields are inaccessible when configuring a Quote Template. 
B. Related Opportunity Line Items remain when a synched Quote Line Item is deleted. 
C. Related Quote Items on all Quotes are impacted when an Opportunity Line Item is
deleted. 
D. Only standard fields on the Quote object sync to the Opportunity. 

 
Answer: C

 

 

Cloud Kicks’ (CK) VP of technology wants to start usingSalesforce for all the sales

 
team’s automation. CK migrated 70 million records from a legacy database to the
datawarehouse that will be synced with Salesforce. CK wants to search and cross-
reference records

 
with the original source database. What should aconsultant recommend meeting this

 
requirement?

 
A. Use the standard External ID field and map this to the source record ID value. 

Question No : 6

Question No : 7

Question No : 8
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B. Use a custom External ID field and map this to the source record ID value. 
C. Use the standard External ID field and map this to the Salesforce record ID value. 
D. Use a custom field named External ID and map this to the Salesforce record ID value. 
 
Answer: B

 

 

Universal Containers has hired a new employee for the Global Sales Leadership team. The
employee is intere in fostering friendly competition between account executives, with
emphasis on reinforcing activities that dm sales. Historically, for every four prospect
meetings held, one salewas generated.
 
Which action would help support the sales teams?
 
A. Create subscription reports to send daily prospect meetings planned to the Assigned
user for those events. 
B. Show a leaderboard on the regional sales dashboards highlighting the account
executives who have created the most opportunities. 
C. Show a leaderboard on the regional sales dashboards highlighting account executives
who have held the most prospect meetings. 
D. Create a dashboard that displays the most sales dosed by region using charts to show
sale: green and lost opportunities in red. 
 
Answer: B

 

 

Universal Containers is growing its international business. Domestic account executives
believe that the standard price book has become difficult to use because there are too
many records reflecting different currencies and country-specific product variations.
 
What should the consultant recommend to improve usability for account executives?
 
A. Create product families to enable users to filter by continent and country. 
B. Use custom price books fordomestic and international customers. 
C. Use separate product catalogs for domestic and international customers. 
D. Update the product naming conventions to include the currency in the product name. 
 
Answer: B

 

Question No : 9

Question No : 10
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Cloud Kicks (CK) operates in multiple countries and wants to track historical exchange
rates. The consultant at CX has implemented dated exchange rates by using Advanced
Currency Management.
 
How is theconverted currency amount calculation on Opportunities determined?
 

A. The close date regardless of the opportunity stage 
B. The close date only when the stage is closed 
C. The current exchange rate regardless of the close date 
D. The exchange rate at thetime the opportunity is closed 
 

Answer: A
 

 

A consultant it working with Cloud Kicks (CK) on its initial Sales Could implementation. CK
wants itssales reps to be able to use Sales Cloud to track accounts, contacts, and
opportunities before its global conference in 4 months.
 

What should the consultant recommend to meet the requirement?
 

A. Set obtainable metrics, goals, and milestones for the deadline. 
B. Deploy the Salesforce mobile app to the team prior to the event. 
C. Reschedule the event to ensure functionality is complete. 
D. Implement additional features to make the team more productive- 
 

Answer: A
 

 

‘Cloud Kicks (CK) needs to comply with GDPR requirements. Personal information is
limited to only users who need access to a company's:
 

Account. CK has a private Account model.
 

How should the consultant provide specific Account access to the renewals and sales
operations teams?
 

Question No : 11

Question No : 12

Question No : 13
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A. Build renewals and sales operations Account team member roles and allocate them to
the appropriate users, 
B. Create a criteria-based sharing rule to share Accounts with the sales operations and
renewals public groups. 
C. Change the roles of renewals and sales operations team members in the default
Opportunity team. 
D. Create a role-based sharing rule to share all Accounts with the sales operations and
renewals roles. 
 
Answer: B

 

 

Cloud Kicks recently purchased Salesforce and the leadership team is excited about being
able to forecast more accurately. Sales managers say that making updates to54.
forecasted amounts during the pipeline meetings is time consuming, and it's difficult
toreview all of the committed opportunities within the meeting time.
 
What should the consultant recommend to help make meetings more efficient while making
real-time forecast updates?

 
A. Use in-line editing to update the forecast amount for records. 
B. Modify many opportunities at one time in a list view. 
C. Only review non-committed opportunities during the meetings. 
D. Have reps use the Kanban view to move opportunities between stages. 
 
Answer: D

 

 

Cloud Kicks (CK) has an externalenterprise resource planning (ERP) system that
 
stores product order information. CK wants to view those orders as a related list on the
account
 
record in real time.
 
Which best practice should the consultant recommend?
 
A. Implement Salesforce Connect and an external object to get real-time product order
information, and add the external object as a related fist on the Account. 
B. Create a Lightning component, and get the real-time product order information from

Question No : 14

Question No : 15
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ERP using REST integration. 
C. Create externalobject product onto" information in Salesforce, run a nightly batch to get
details from ERP, and add the external object as a related fist on the Account. 
D. Implement Salesforce-to-Salesforce to get real-time product order information, and add
it as a related list on the Account. 
 
Answer: A

 

 

Universal Containers continues to see substantial growth year-over-year. Outside sales
reps think the* territories are too dense to coveradequately. Leadership has decided to
modify the existing safes territories and hire additional staff to make the account allocations
more manageable. So the states win change from one territory to two or more smaller
territories. In these instances, accounts will need to be reassigned to new territories.
 
Sales operations wants to review the territory account assignments and verify the accuracy
before the changes are reflected m Sales Cloud.

 
How should the consultant show sales operations what the data willlook like after the
change?

 
A. Use Tableau to geocode account addresses and display on a territory map. 
B. Install the Territory Management Reporting Pack from the AppExchange. 
C. Run the updated assignment rules in Planning State and view the accounts onthe
territory detail page. 
D. Use Data Loader to export the accounts and make updates in Google Sheets. 
 
Answer: D

 

 

A sales rep owns an opportunity and can view the associated account, but is unable to
view contacts on that account.
 
What should the consultant recommend to allow account owners to selectively share an
account's contacts with opportunity owners?
 
A. Add opportunity owners to the Opportunity Team and configure contact sharing. 
B. Transfer account ownership from themselves to the opportunity owner. 
C. Transfer contact ownership from themselves to the opportunity owner. 
D. Add opportunity owners to the Account Team and configure contact sharing. 

Question No : 16

Question No : 17
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Answer: D

 

 

Each product engineer at Cloud Kicks supports 3 specific productlines. There are three
product lines. Sales reps sell all the company’s product lines; Sales management wants the
appropriate product engineer automatically assigned to any new Opportunity for their
product line with Read-Only rights.
 
What are two actionsthe consultant can take to meet the requirement?
 
Choose 2 answers
 
A. Manually assign a product-specific role to each product engineer. 
B. Create criteria-based opportunity sharing rules for each product line. 
C. Enable Default Opportunity Teams for the Opportunity. 
D. Enable Default Account Teams for each product line. 
 

Answer: A,B

Explanation: A. Create criteria-based opportunity sharing rules for each product line. This

allows you to specify criteria for sharing an Opportunity with a specific user or group of

users. Forexample, you could create a rule that shares an Opportunity with the product

engineer when the Opportunity has a certain product line assigned to it. B. Enable Default

Opportunity Teams for the Opportunity. This allows you to set a default Opportunity Team

for an Opportunity, which will automatically assign the product engineer to the Opportunity

when it is created. This is useful when you need to assign a specific user to multiple
Opportunities. 

 

 

The VP of sales at Cloud Kicks wants to provide options to sales reps for changing account
or contract details for a created order.

 
Which two conditions should the consultant consider to meet this requirement'

 
Choose 2 answers

 
A. The order associated with the account should be in draft status. 
B. The price book associated with the order is associated with the new account. 
C. The currency associated with the order can be different from the new contract. 
D. The contract associated with the order is associated with the new account. 

Question No : 18

Question No : 19
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Answer: A,D

 

 

To properly plan for company growth, Cloud Kicks needs to forecast monthly revenue
projections from the sales of its annual subscription service.
 
What should the consultant configure to meet this requirement?
 
A. Opportunity products with monthly productSchedules 
B. Opportunity products with formula fields for each month's value 
C. Opportunity dashboard showing opportunities closed each month 
D. Opportunity dashboard showing products sold each month 
 
Answer: A

 

 

The VP of sales at Good Kicks wants toknow the percentage of opportunities in a certain
stage that were eventually closed won.
 
Which two steps should a consultant take to create a solution?
 
Choose 2 answers
 
A. Enable Feed Tracking. 
B. Create a roll-up summary formula. 
C. Update a custom fieldusing automation. 
D. Create a report and dashboard. 
 
Answer: B,D

 

 

The Cloud Kicks IT team has noticed that there are many duplicate Person Accounts.
 
The team can often easily identify duplicates and wants to merge them.
 
What should the consultant explain to the team about Person Account merges?
 

Question No : 20

Question No : 21

Question No : 22
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A. Person Accounts with a redundant relationship can be merged using matching rules. 
B. Person Accounts can be merged with other Person Accounts. 
C. Person Accounts can be merged with contact records. 
D. Person Accounts can be merged with any type of Account 
 
Answer: B

 

 

Which data migration sequence should consultant recommend for the objects?
 
A. Opportunities, Products, pe Line toe Cases, Leads, Campaigns, Accounts, Contacts: 
B. Accounts, Opportunities, Contacts, Products, Product Line Items, Cases, Leads,
Campaigns 
C. Contacts, Accounts, Leads, Campaigns, Opportunities, Products, Product Line Items,
Cases. 
D. Accounts, Contacts, Opportunities, Products, Product Line Items, Cases, Leads.
Campaigns 
 
Answer: D

 

 

A small company has hired a consultant to plan its Sales Cloud implementation. The
company wants to get up and running with Sales Cloud right away. The deadline has yet to
be established, and the requirements still need to be defined.

 
Which project management methodology should a consultant recommend to ensure the
implementation is successful?
 
A. Six Sigma 
B. Waterfall 
C. Prince2 
D. Agile 
 
Answer: D

 

 

Question No : 23

Question No : 24

Question No : 25
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The Universal Containers sales team wants to easily show Account relationships to its
sales reps and report on these relationship.
 
Which two considerations should the consultant take into account?
 
Choose 2 answers
 
A. Account relationships are visible from Person Account records. 
B. A Person Account can be either a parent or child in the Account Hierarchy. 
C. Account Hierarchy displays only the Amounts users have Read permission to view. 
D. Accountscan be organized into different divisions based on specific criteria. 
 
Answer: C,D

 

 

Northern Trails Outfitters (NTO) is ready to start the next phase of its Salesforce
implementation. A consultantrecommends using Universal Process Notation (UPN) to
document the business process maps NTO will use as its guide.
 
As NTO maps out its processes, which two key principals of UPN should the team keep in
mind?

 
Choose 2 answers

 
A. Attach supporting information at the detail level. 
B. Use symbols of different colors, arrows, and swim lanes for clarity. 
C. Limit the number of activity boxes on the screen to 8 to 10. 
D. Keep version control and change history at the diagram level. 

 
Answer: C,D

 

 

The marketing team is using aseparate platform for managing prospects and wants to hand
off qualified prospects to the sales team.

 
How should the consultant meet this requirement?

 
A. Create Salesforce users for the marketing team so they can enter leads directly Into
Salesforre. 
B. Recommend an integration with the marketing platform that creates leads in Salesforce, 
C. Recommend an integration with the marketing platform to Salesforce that generates

Question No : 26

Question No : 27
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tasks with lead information. 
D. Create a report of Salesforce leads and compare it with marketing data on a regular
basis. 
 
Answer: B

 

 

The consultant at Cloud Kicks has successfully implemented the Einstein Lead Scoring
feature, and now wants to measure its effectiveness and track lead conversion rates.
 
Which three standard dashboards are available?
 
Choose 3 answers
 
A. Conversion Rate by Lead Score 
B. Conversion Rate by Lead Source 
C. Lead Scores by Created Date 
D. Average Lead Score by Lead Source 
E. Lead Score Distribution 
 
Answer: A,B,E

 

 

Sales managers at Cloud Kicks have noticed that information insome opportunity reports is
incomplete. A consultant has performed an analysis and determined that opportunity
stages often lack key information that sales managers at each stage because sales reps
have yet to enter the data.
 
What should the consultantrecommend so opportunity stage reports always contain the
data managers expect?
 
A. Configure Path by checking the key field required checkbox. 
B. Create an Auto launched flow to determine if required fields are missing. 
C. Customize path and create validate rules dependent on stages. 
D. Mark the fields as required on the page layout. 
 
Answer: C

 

 

Question No : 28

Question No : 29

Question No : 30
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Cloud Kicks is in the process of implementing Salesforce for its sales teams. Senior
management has concerns about adoption.
 
What should a consultant recommend to encourage adoption?
 
A. Establish goals and key metrics. 
B. Give users access to a Sandbox environment. 
C. Define the sales process. 
D. Plan a first release with minimum features 
 
Answer: A

 

 

Cloud Kicks has identified the KPIs it wants to track for the year. The inside sales team
wants a visual way to see theteam's progress for the year.
 
What should the consultant recommend to meet the requirement?
 
A. Modify a report based on KPIs. 
B. Set up a dashboard with the KPI reports. 
C. Set up a Path based on the KPIs. 
D. Install a KPI Tracker app from the AppExchange. 
 
Answer: D

 

 

An executive at Cloud Kicks (CK) has asked its admin to create a diagram to show the high
level processes the business. CK plans to use the diagram to show the context of a new
process within the overall business whole.
 
What should the admin create to meet this requirement?
 
A. Capability Model 
B. Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats (SWOT) Diagram 
C. Suppliers, Imports, Processes, Outputs, Customers (SIPOC) Diagram 
D. ValueStream Map 
 
Answer: A

 

 

Question No : 31

Question No : 32
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